Based on Net Profit, GNFC attains top spot among Government of Gujarat
companies in Dun & Bradstreet’s India Top 500 companies 2018
Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd. (GNFC) shines in the latest
rankings released by Dun & Bradstreet’s (D&B) annual publication India’s Top 500
companies 2018. The publication is a ready reference tool on the leading corporate
firms of India, across more than 50 sectors.
On the Net Profit criteria, GNFC has remarkably topped the charts among all the
Govt. of Gujarat companies featured in the publication. Overall, GNFC is ranked
at 129th position, registering a phenomenal jump of 83 places, compared to last
year’s 212th rank.

Among the top 500 companies in D&B’s rankings, there are 17 chemical companies,
who have been the drivers of chemical sector in India and have been contributing
considerably to India’s GDP. These 17 companies can be termed as the best companies
across the chemical sector in India. Of all these 17 chemical companies, GNFC is the
3rd best chemical company of India (Based on Total income criteria)

GNFC had also featured in this year’s Fortune India Top 50 Most Profitable PSU’s
as a PSU to register the highest Market Cap (M-Cap) growth rate. It was the
only Fertilizers and Agro Chemicals PSU to feature in the list. GNFC’s
sustainable growth and strong fundamentals has led to GNFC outsmarting its peers on
key performance indicators.
D&B India’s Top 500 companies, spread across about 57 sectors, are companies that
play key role in driving the growth of Indian economy, therefore playing the role of
‘Champions of Change’. The list includes private and public sector companies listed
on BSE and/or NSE. Total income, Net Profit, Net worth are the criteria used for
rankings. For assessment, audited financial statements have been considered for period
ended 2017.

